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Story

The Scary Fun continues - Vincent flaps into his second adventure!

• Family Story Time

•  90:10 picture ratio

•  Ingenious and witty illustrations by Fréderic Bertrand

•  Bone dry humor; exciting and entertaining!

• A story for boys and girls

• Independent Spin-Off of Scary Harry

• More than 45,000 copies sold of the first Volume

What happens in Volume 2:                                                                                                     

Vincent (half ghost) lives in the attic with his new roommate, the guinea pig lady Fritzi. The greatest thing is

that Fritzi is also an half-ghost animal. Vincent’s been sad lately. He’d love to have a cool superpower, like

Fritzi. Because she can turn into a piglet on a full moon. And what can Vincent do? Nothing – he’s not even

really creepy. Maybe he’s not a real half-ghost after all?

But Fritzi is convinced that her friend is something special. For sure, other half-ghost animals can tell them

how to get a superpower. And where better to look than in the zoo? Together with their friend Beule, the

owl, they set out on an adventurous search. But it’s not that easy, because at night the zoo is much
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creepier than expected. . . It’s pretty scary and there are lots of greedy animals. Plus, the friends must

always be on guard against the nasty cat. It quickly becomes clear that many animals in the zoo have great

abilities, but no superpowers. After an exhausting search and a chase with the nasty cat, they meet a llama

that can turn invisible. Bingo! Finally, Vincent gets tips on how to get his half-ghost superpower: he just has

to really believe in the ghost world and that he is something special!

Sonja Kaiblinger
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